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Preface
This volume contains the Post-proceedings of the International Workshop on Model-
driven High-level Programming of Embedded Systems (SLA++P 2007). The work-
shop is dedicated to synchronous languages and the model-driven high-level pro-
gramming of reactive and embedded systems. Firmly grounded in clean mathemat-
ical semantics, synchronous languages are receiving increasing attention in industry
ever since they emerged in the 80s. Lustre, Esterel, Signal are now widely and suc-
cessfully used to program real-time and safety critical applications of commercial
scale, from nuclear power plant management layer to Airbus air ﬂight control sys-
tems. At the same time, model-based programming is making its way in other ﬁelds
of software engineering, too, often involving cycle-based synchronous paradigms.
Transcending the former ﬁve editions of the SLAP workshop series on Syn-
chronous Languages, Applications, and Programming, SLA++P is not limited to
synchronous approaches. It is open to other engineering design techniques with
strong semantical foundations providing a way to go from high-level description to
provable executable code.
The workshop took place on March 31, 2007 as a satellite event to the Tenth
European Joint Conferences on Theory and Practice of Software (ETAPS 2007) in
Braga, Portugal. We received 16 paper submissions with authors from 6 countries
on 4 continents, of which 56% were accepted for presentation. Every paper was
evaluated based on 3-5 peer reviews by an international programme committee
with the following members:
Benoˆıt Caillaud (IRISA-INRIA, .fr)
Jean-Luis Colac¸o (Esterel Technologies, .fr)
Nicholas Halbwachs (VERIMAG-IMAG, .fr)
Gre´goire Hamon (Univ. of Chalmers, .se)
Reinhard von Hanxleden (Univ. of Kiel, .de)
Leszek Holenderski (Philips, .nl)
Luciano Lavagno (Politech. Univ. of Turin, .it)
Gerald Lu¨ttgen (Univ. of York, .uk)
Michael Mendler (Univ. of Bamberg, .de)
Gordon Pace (Univ. of Malta, .mt)
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Axel Poigne´ (Fraunhofer Institute, .de)
R.K. Shyamasundar (IBM India Res. Labs, .in)
Robert de Simone (INRIA Sophia-Antip., .fr)
Satnam Singh (Microsoft Res. Cambridge, .uk)
Simone Tini (Univ. dell’Insubria, .it)
Joaqu´ın Aguado (Univ. of Bamberg, .de)
The meeting of the programme committee took place electronically in Jan-
uary 2007. In addition to the submitted regular contributions, there was an invited
presentation by Steven Miller (Advanced Technology Center of Rockwell-Collins,
USA). We would like to express our gratitude to all authors of submitted papers,
to the members of the programme committee and to the referees assisting them.
We greatly appreciate the eﬀorts of the ETAPS organising committee from the
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